BISCO extends its product range by a high-viscous flow composite – MICRO ESTHETIC flow-viscous

Products are being increasingly criticised for their toxic substances by specialist circles. One of them is that their flow makes headlines in the trade press because of its carcinogenic effects. BISCO responds to this.

The introduction of a flowable BIS-GMA flow-composite during development of this product, a number of important criteria had to be met:

- Free of BIS-GMA to increase the biocompatibility and to minimize health risks
- High viscosity
- Extended indication, suitable for fillings of classes I-V
- Excellent flow properties
- High radiopacity to ensure that it can be better identified on X-ray images
- MICRO ESTHETIC flow-viscous is ideally light curing, ensuring the highest strength possible.

- MICRO ESTHETIC flow-viscous is available in a 2 g syringe in the three most popular shades A2, A3.5 and A4.

Excellent physical properties such as low polymerisation shrinkage, extremely high flexural strength are a must of course. In short – it is a flowable composite for (nearly) all cases.

To register your interest and for further information please contact BISCO Ltd on 01628 519 162.

Calling all progressive practices – a UK meeting all progressive practices to come along to stand EB07 at the BDTA 2011 to see the latest digital development launched to help you run a modern, efficient business.

Formerly Satelec UK, with a great deal of experience in product quality and service, the company is part of the Acteon Group, and this reputation is internationally established as a world leader in small animal and consumables for dentists.

Actions commit to bring you innovations every year. In 2011, these new product lines include the X-Mind 3D (digital imaging solution), PeesoTec Solo (micro-ultrasound surgery unit) and Age No (the first dual purpose air polisher). i-Surge (implantology motor) and i-Vivo endodontic motor) and Superio-Live (caries detection system).

And finally . . . there are going to be some pretty special, for the show only, introductory offers too.

14th of 2011.

The 1st BDIQ 36 is deelicated to announce the 1st BDIQ 36 European Symposium which will be held on January 13th and 14th 2012 in the wonderful city of Madrid.

The 1st BDQI is European is to be held in conjunction with the 11th Basic Symposium, which will be held in the same week in the Central Area Symposium and will be a Global Event. The company expects over 3000 delegates worldwide who will attend the symposium as the international dentistry and dental professionals, dentists and dental nurses. They will be parallel workshops for all members of the team on a variety of implant related topics. They will be conducted by world class speakers from across the world, with simultaneous translation for both readings.

As you probably know, BISCO is at the forefront in developing, manufacturing and distributing oral reconstructive products; including dental lectures.

BDIQ 36 pioneered the development of biologically driven implants, winning worldwide acclaim for the microtextured surface and superior clinical success.

Save the Date – January 13th & 14th 2012

A S.Pharma knows that patient quality of life is paramount to all Dental Practitioners. Xenon, or dry mouth as it is more commonly known, is a common side effect of countless prescription medications and other illnesses and diseases. If left untreated, it can cause serious problems including xerostomia, oral infection and tooth decay.

Many patients suffer in silence, erroneously believing that nothing can be done. However, there is a solution and we cordially invite you to learn more by visiting A S.Pharma’s stand at the British Dental Trade Association Dental Showcases at the NEC. The A.S. Pharma team will be available to demonstrate and discuss their highly effective A.S. Saliva Ortho products. A.S. Saliva Ortho is the first clinically validated saliva substitute currently available and with a pH neutral formulation it will not provide an acidic reaction. It also contains fluoride for dental protection.

Distributed by A.S. Pharma, part of the CDI Group, A.S. Saliva Ortho is available as a convenient spray (including a spray refill) and moisturising mint lozenges. The A.S. Pharma team will also be demonstrating the Chalkalime Scale, an indispensable tool for measuring the presence and severity of dry mouth and saliva.
Takara Belmont (Stand D10)

Takara Belmont’s portfolio of Treatment Centre’s promise to cater to any dentists requirements. The flexibility of their range will be demonstrated at this year’s Dental Showcase, highlighting the benefits and features, backed up by free extended warranties offering. Takara Belmont Treatment Centres are designed to please everyone. Left hand practitioners might opt for the Cleta II (factory installation option) or Voyager II, which is suitable for ambidextrous surgeons. Surgeons right on space will benefit from the small footprint of the Cleta II which makes the operating area ideal. Practitioners can appreciate the easy access facilitated by its knee break valve. Various options are available, including those incorporating cabinets, cabinetry or mobile cart options. For those looking to increase functionality, the installations are also available within the range, including continental rod, ExamVision™ loupes and lights offering a high quality product in a wide choice of versions, colour and magnification, including a new version of the popular ApoView which has a built-in CMOS camera. The latest version has been designed to take into consideration the needs of patients for a number of years and it’s time for an upgrade? Either way you need to visit the Exhibit stand where a team of expert guidance can provide you with all the information you need and the best way forward.

For further information on our range of products, please see: info@costech.co.uk or call 01409 254 354 for more information.

CosTech Elite® To Display CosTech Elite® employs only the best GDC-registered managers and technicians to produce results that meet the most stringent of standards and unique products such as NovaMin and Threnthus. Their unwavering commitment to accuracy, innovation and consistent standards mean that their forensically detailed implant and denture pieces, fulfilling the crucial need for painless and comfortable surgery by surgeons wishing to carry out effective and durable restorative work.

Communicating well with its clients and providing outstanding customer service is another key priority at CosTech Elite. The company takes particular pride in the way the state-of-the-art technology systems are used and a client can see their treatment in a televiewer, free of charge. The easy-to-use software allows the practice toungaage in a comfortable and relaxed way with extensive GP service. For further information on how CosTech Elite® can help your practice, call +44 1249 320 076 or email info@costech.co.uk. EUL7: senior service subject to availability.

Belmont

Transform Your Practice Visit Carestream Dental at the BDTA Dental Showcase 2011

Belmont will be launching a new one at the Show

BDTA Dental Showcase Stand 607

Come and see us at Stand 607 BDTA Dental Showcase 2011. Our experienced Equipment team will be on hand to demonstrate Belmont's range of chair packages, digital imaging and features. Belmont will be able to provide you with the best available deals. Whatever your equipment enquiry, our experienced team will provide you with the best possible advice.

We also invite our loyal customers to come and relax in our hospitality suite where we will be offering complimentary refreshments and snacks. It’s a great opportunity to take a moment to sit down and catch up with colleagues. Come see what The Dental Directory can offer you and we will be on stand B02, B03 and C02.

We very much look forward to seeing you there.

For further information call 0800 558 586.
Dentaloscope 2D & 3D combine microscopic images via an extra-oral Video Magnification System with surgeon's videos, while the Gemseight device's digital video camera system magnifies up to 22 times. Chams Discover the features offered by the latest dental chairs from Dr. Dech, Anthos and Stern Weinst. With a range to suit right or left handed dentists, side or rear delivery systems and integrated treatment centres, Clark Dental can supply the right chair for you – Florida Probro. An innovative electronic design and change system which enables a single operator to complete a complex partial periodontal examination in less than 10 minutes. Calibery from Apicis and Edwards both presents both traditional and modern practical solutions.

For more information contact Clark Dental on 01262 713 146 (sales) or 01270 613 750 (enquiries) Email: enquiry@clarkdental.co.uk or sales@clarkdental.co.uk

Stand E08

The 2011 exhibition features DENTSPLY, the UK’s leading dental manufacturer. DENTSPLY is renowned for its innovative research and development initiatives and will be showcasing some of its leading products at the exhibition.

The spectatorial BDTA Dental Showcase, Britain’s largest dental exhibition, attracted over 13,000 visitors and 350 exhibitors last year in a starring event that had everybody in the industry talking and this year promises to be even better. This 2011 exhibition features DENTSPLY’s UK-leading dental manufacturer DENTSPLY’s commitment to innovative research and development initiatives and will be showcasing some of its leading products at the exhibition.

Stand C07

The strap line of Investors in People (Dent) is, ‘Improving business performance’. The philosophy is simple if you invest in your workforce, create a culture of growth for everybody and provide a stimulating and supportive working environment; the benefits to your business are widespread. Last week saw the team at Dental Design measured by an independent auditor having first achieved the IP status back in 2006 – ‘Investors in People’. Dental Design passed – ‘without hesitation’, no less. It’s a fantastic achievement for Dental Design and the team and it is a method that has underpinned the company’s continued growth and development over recent years. A delighted Nigel Reece, Managing Director of Dental Design, said, ‘We involve the team in the company’s progress and that empowers them to recognize new opportunities for their own development. Everyone becomes enthused, it’s infectious, and that generates a stimulating environment where new ideas and better ways of working are constantly being suggested – everyone wins: the customers, the team and the business.’

An amazing outcome and sincere reflection of the people and philosophy behind Dental Design’s continuing success.

When things go wrong

Dr. Crawford-Simms will be hosting a stimulating and insightful event at the Royal College of Surgeons and Physicians of Glasgow on Saturday 5th November 2011. Dr. Robert London will be presenting at this one day event. This event will discuss problems in the plan of care in the medicolegal aspect of implant surgery. Dr. London will review the appropriate use of imaging treatment planning principles, the necessary detailed knowledge of surgical anatomy and management of temporary prostheses to prevent surgical problems. Situations to be discussed will include sinus grafting complications; problems arising from incorrect implant placement; managing patient problems with membranes and managing peri-implants. Participants will submit their own cases with discussion in advance of the course which will have been reviewed and guidance given as part of the round table discussion. There will also be an opportunity to join Dr. London on an evening residence experience. For further information, please contact 01247 253722 01628 519 162 or email sales@dkap.co.uk Web: www.dkap.co.uk

For more information please contact GC UK on 01908 219999

For better dentistry

The launch of the new CEREC Software version 4.0, at the BDTA Dental Showcase. CEREC significantly improves the quality of treatment for patients, as well as providing dentists with the opportunity to create beautifully natural restorations with individualized contours. It greatly reduces the chair time needed to create a restoration, providing more efficient treatment for both patients and dentists. As a result of the new software version, CEREC has expanded its range of functions that allow the dentist to ‘predict’ to life restoration. Incorporating the best of industrial monomer innovation from DuPont®, Kalore features an exclusive low shrinkage technology. On a microscopic level this means a higher degree of interlaminar adhesion, a significant increase in strength and the elimination of an interfacial gap. The first universal hybrid composite available for more complex shading, allowing you to create an invisible true to life restoration. Incorporating the best of industrial monomer innovation from DuPont®, Kalore features an exclusive low shrinkage technology. On a microscopic level this means a higher degree of interlaminar adhesion, a significant increase in strength and the elimination of an interfacial gap. The first universal hybrid composite available for more complex shading, allowing you to create beautifully natural restorations with individualized contours. It greatly reduces the chair time needed to create a restoration, providing more efficient treatment for both patients and dentists. As a result of the new software version, CEREC has expanded its range of functions that allow the dentist to ‘predict’.

Stand Number E01

To be inspired with CEREC from Sirona Dental Systems

BDM is the leading UK Company in providing tailored magnification and lighting solutions in all areas of dentistry. By supplying World leading products we are ideally suited to offer a wide choice of magnification and advice service on using magnification and lighting in the dental practice.

SurgiTel Loupes have been repeatedly voted number one by ‘Reader’s In The USA dental journals, and have the highest market share. The new range of leaver KXG range are available for many different light sources, from Halogen lamps to Eclairage LED lighting. The KXG range are available for many different light sources, from Halogen lamps to Eclairage LED lighting. The KXG range is available for many different light sources, from Halogen lamps to Eclairage LED lighting.

Alternatively, email info@smile-on.com or visit www.smile-on.com. The Smile-on Launch new website Smile-on has been on a long journey over the last decade. The ‘Smile-on’ of the name is a nod to the smile of the chairman and founder of the company, the late Dr. Paul Sotiriou. We have moved on from our small local business in the 1990s to the leading company in UK that we are today. As we celebrate our 10th year of business, we are proud to introduce you to our newly designed website and announce our new branch opening.

Innovators in Dentistry

More ‘Investors in People’ success for Dental Design

The forward thinking company consistently invest in the expansion and development of the range of support they offer their members. This means the marriage between Practice Plan and Medenta will allow both companies to strengthen their offering to help dentists make the most of future opportunities.

If you would like to find out more about how Practice Plan can support you call 01901 684151 or visit www.practicenonline.com.

KC Varios stand D99

Visit KC on stand D99 Experience first-hand our ergonomically designed, highly efficient, state-of-the-art product range. During the show, we’ll have some very special promotional package offers running across a range of surgical treatment units.

Experience our new instruments’ Master and Expert Series to discover maximum workflow, patient comfort and the highest degrees of versatility. Explore the new era of working excellence with Leica Microscopes.

KaoV. Dental Excellence.

With a range to suit right or left handed dentists, side or rear delivery systems and integrated treatment centres, Clark Dental can supply the right chair for you – Florida Probro. An innovative electronic design and change system which enables a single operator to complete a complex partial periodontal examination in less than 10 minutes. Calibery from Apicis and Edwards both presents both traditional and modern practical solutions.

For more information contact Clark Dental on 01262 713 146 (sales) or 01270 613 750 (enquiries) Email: enquiry@clarkdental.co.uk or sales@clarkdental.co.uk.